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Tidal propagation in strongly convergent channels
Carl T. Friedrichs
1 andDavidG. Aubrey
Department
of GeologyandGeophysics,
WoodsHole Oceanographic
Institution,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

Abstract. Simplefirst- and second-orderanalyticsolutions,which divergemarkedly
from classicalviews of cooscillatingtides,are derivedfor tidal propagationin strongly
convergentchannels. Theoreticalpredictionscomparewell with observationsfrom
typicalexamplesof shallow,"funnel-shaped"
tidal estuaries.A scalingof the governing
equationsappropriateto thesechannelsindicatesthat at first order,gradientsin crosssectionalarea dominatevelocity gradientsin the continuityequationand the friction term
dominatesaccelerationin the momentumequation. Finite amplitudeeffects,velocity
gradientsdue to wave propagation,and local accelerationenterthe equationsat second
order. Applying this scaling,the first-ordergoverningequationbecomesa first-order
wave equation,which is inconsistent
with the presenceof a reflectedwave. The solution
is of constantamplitudeandhasa phasespeednearthe frictionlesswave speed,like a
classicalprogressivewave,yet velocityleadselevationby 90ø,like a classicalstanding
wave. The second-order
solutionat the dominantfrequencyis also a unidirectionalwave;
however,its amplitudeis exponentiallymodulated. If inertiais finite and convergenceis
strong,amplitudeincreasesalongchannel,whereasif inertiais weak andconvergenceis
limited, amplitudedecays. Compactsolutionsfor second-order
tidal harmonicsquantify
the partiallycancelingeffectsof (1) time variationsin channeldepth,which slow the
propagationof low water,and (2) time variationsin channelwidth, which slow the
propagationof high water. Finally, it is suggested
thatphasespeed,along-channel
amplitudegrowth, and tidal harmonicsin stronglyconvergentchannelsare all linked by
morphodynamicfeedback.

1. Introduction

1.1. Classical

In this paper a new asymptoticsolutionis presentedfor
the barotropictidal wave in stronglyconvergentchannels.
The type of wave describedhere, which paradoxically
exhibitspropertiesof bothstandingandprogressive
waves
simultaneously,occursin real tidal estuariessuch as the
Thames and the Tamar in the United Kingdom and the
Delaware in the United States(Figure 1). Like a classical
progressivewave, this wave doesnot appreciabl'ygrow or
decayalong channel,and its phasespeedis nearly equalto
the frictionlesswave speed. Like a classicalstandingwave,
it producescurrentswhich are slack near high and low
water. Unlike either wave, however,the dynamicbalance
which produces this asymptotic solution is strongly
frictional. This new solutionandits governingequationare
markedlydifferent from the classicalview of dampedtidal
cooscillation,yet some of its propertiesmay be confused

In a frictionless,prismaticchannelof rectangularcross
section,the one-dimensional
linearizedgoverningequation

with classical results. It is useful, therefore, to review

briefly the classical approach to tidal propagation in
channels.

Tidal

Cooscillation

for elevation (0 reducesto the familiar second-orderwave
equation[e.g.,Ippen, 1966]

•}2•
C02
•}t2
•}X2 '

(1)

where t is time, x is distance, and co is the frictionless

gravity wave speed. With intertidalstoragein tidal flats or
marsh(Figure 2),

co={•_g•-}l/2
=(gA/b)l/2, (2)
[e.g., Robinsonet al., 1983], where w is channelwidth, b
is totalestuarywidth includingstorageregions,A is channel
cross-sectional area, h = A/w, and overbars indicate still

watervalues. If the crosssectionis rectangular,thenw = b,

and(2) reduces
to themorefamiliarrelationco= (gh)1/2.
1Now at Virginia Instituteof Marine Science,Schoolof
Marine Science,Collegeof William andMary, GloucesterPoint,
Virginia.
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For a sinusoidallyforced channelclosedat one end, (1)
producesa standingwave solutioncharacterized
by incident
and reflectedwavesof equal amplitudewhich individually
propagateat co. The incidentand reflectedwavesinteract,
causingtidal amplitudeto vary throughnodesandantinodes
and producinga relative phasebetweencross-sectionally
averagedvelocity (u) and C of 90'. The phasespeed,c,
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In stronglyconvergent
channels,
thetidalphasespeed(c)
has been observedto be close to co [Hunt, 1964; Harleman,

1966]. Thusit is temptingto associate
thisobservation
with
the dynamicsof (1) or (3). However, along strongly
convergent
tidalchannels
therelativephasebetween• andu
to hasbeen observedto be nearly constantat ~90 ø [Hunt,
1964; Wright et al., 1973]; i.e., slack currentsnearly
coincidewithhighandlow water. Equations
(1) and(3) can
onlyproduce
a •'- u phaseof 90øthroughout
a channelif the
incidentwave is accompanied
by a nearlyequalamplitude

Delaware,
U.S.A.
Tamar, U.K.
2km

reflected wave. But if that is the case,c (which includesthe
incidentand reflectedwave) will be much greaterthan co.

Onewayto produce
realisticfirst-order
solutions
for tidesin
manyreal tidal channelsis to considerbothfrictionand
along-channel
variationin cross-sectional
area.
1.2. Previous Solutions for Convergent Channels
with

Friction

Many authorshave derived analytic solutionsfor
convergent
channels
withfriction[Perroud,1959;Le Floch,
1961; Dronkers, 1964; Hunt, 1964; Prandle and Rahman,
1980; Parker, 1984; Godin, 1988; Jay, 1991]. With two

Thames,U.K.
20 km

notable exceptions[Hunt, 1964; Jay, 1991], previous

studieshave stressedsimilaritiesbetweenclassicaldamped
cooscillationand tidal propagationin weakly convergent
channels.In interpreting
their solutions
asperturbations
on
classicalresults,theseauthorsemphasizedfeaturessuchas
nodesand antinodesand the importanceof incidentand
which is dueto a superposition
of the incidentandreflected reflected waves. With weak convergence,they found
of tidalelevationto be qualitativelysimilarto
waves,is infinite. If the channelhasa lengthof exactlyone- propagation
that
described
by (3), exceptthatweakconvergence
tendsto
quarterwave,thenthe incidentandreflectedwavescancel
counteract the effects of weak friction [Le Floch, 1961;
entirely at the mouth, and resonanceoccurswithin the
channel. In a sinusoidallyforced channelof infinite length, Parker, 1984]. Also, in nonprismaticsystemsresonant
(1) producesa singleconstantamplitudeprogressive
wave conditionsbecomea functionof the shapeof the estuaryasa
wholeratherthanonly a functionof lengthandco [Prandle
with c = co,andthe relativephasebetween• andu is 0ø.
and Rahman, 1980].
In hisreviewof tidal dynamicsin estuaries,
Ippen [1966]
Hunt [1964] wasthe first to emphasizethe fundamentally
providessolutions
to (1) for severalchannelgeometries
and
different
nature of tidal propagation along strongly
forcingsand also discussesthe more "realistic"caseof a

Figure 1. Schematicmapsshowinglocationsof tidal elevation
stationsalong the Tamar [George, 1975], Delaware [Parker,
1984], and Thames [Prandle, 1980].

dampedcooscillatingtide in a prismaticchannelwhich convergentchannelswith friction. Hunt solved the
linearized one-dimensionalequations for exponential
includes the effects of friction. Inclusion of linear friction
convergence
with trigonometricfunctions[c.f., Le Floch,
transforms
(1) intoa dampedsecond-order
waveequation:
1961; Parker, 1984; Godin, 1988] and for power-law
convergence
usingBesselfunctions[c.f., Perroud, 1959;

•)2•
•t2+ r '•-= C02
•X2'

where r is a constant friction factor.

(3)

In a channel closed at

one end, the solution to (3) consistsof exponentially
modified incidentand reflectedwaveswhich are of equal
amplitudeat the landwardreflection point [e.g., Officer,
1976]. The speedsof the incidentand reflectedwavesare
equaland,for weak friction,are only slightlylessthanco.
However, the presence of friction has the effect of
weakeningresonance
anddampingthe amplitudevariationat
nodesand antinodes. For an infinite channel,amplitude
decaysmonotonicallyalongchannel,andthe relativephase
of u to •' is between0 øand 45 ø dependingon the size of r.
For large r, the secondterm in (3) dominatesthe first, and
(3) ultimatelyreducesto a time-varyingdiffusionequation
[LeBlond, 1978; Friedrichs and Madsen, 1992].

•r"l '

b(x,t)

'I'•'•

__

t•--

w(x)•

_

A (x) - •(x)•(x)

Figure 2. Diagram of an idealized tidal embaymentcross
section:b is totalestuarywidth (includingstoragein tidal flatsor
marsh), •' is tidal elevation, h is cross-sectionally averaged
channeldepth,w is channelwidth (which is equal to estuary
width at low tide), and A is channel cross-sectional area.
Overbarsindicatetime averages.
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Prandle and Rahman,1980]. Hunt pointedout thatunlike and that dischargegradientsdue to channelconvergence
solutionsfor prismaticchannels,solutionsfor strongly dominatethosedueto velocitygradientsin themassbalance.
convergent
channels
canproducea progression
in tidalphase However,Parkerdid nottakeadvantage
of theserelationsin
alongthechannelwhilesimultaneously
maintaining
a relative his analyticsolution.
phaseof u to • near90'. He deemphasized
the importance
Thisnew scalingleadsto a simplerfirst-ordergoverning
of incidentandreflectedwavesby expressing
his solutions equationwhichhasthe form of a first-orderwaveequation,
as single, exponentiallymodified, forward-propagating in contrast to the second-orderwave equation which
waveforms.Finally, Hunt showedhis analyticsolutionto characterizesclassicaldampedcooscillation.The solution
be consistent with observations from the Thames.
includesall the major propertieswhich distinguishtidal
Like Hunt [1964],Jay [1991] alsoemphasized
the roleof wavesin shallow,stronglyconvergent
channels,
yet is more
channelconvergencein producinga waveform which is amenableto conceptualinterpretation.Finite amplitude
fundamentally
differentfromclassical
dampedcooscillation. effects,velocity gradientsdue to wave propagation,and
Jay used a modified Green's Law solution for channels localacceleration
(all of whichentertheequations
at second
havingexponentiallyvaryingwidthanddepth,but did not order)thenleadto systematic,
interpretable
perturbations
on
compareanalytic results to observations. For strong the first-order solution.
convergence,
Jayalsofoundthata singleincidentwavein a
channelwith stronglyconvergentgeometrymay mimic a
standingwaveby havinga relativephaseof u to • near90' 2. Scaling of Equations
withoutthepresence
of a reflectedwave.
The cross-sectionally integrated, one-dimensional
However,neitherHunt [1964] nor Jay [1991] focusedon equations
for a tidalchannelwith linearlyslopingintertidal
the first-orderbalanceswhich producethis characteristic flats (Figure2) may be expressed
as [Speerand Aubrey,
behavior.As shownin thispaper,doingsoallowsa simpler 19851
first-ordersolutionfor tidal propagation
whichretainsand
clarifiesthemostimportantproperties
of tidesin strongly
Continuity
b•3t = _3__
{Au}'
(4)
3x
convergentsystems.Jay [1991] specificallyexaminedthe
asymptoticcaseof strongconvergence
with weak friction
Momentum
3u+ 3u= -g 3_•_F '
(5)
(which he termed "supercriticalconvergence"),but his
37
discussion
of strongconvergence
with strongfriction was
more limited. Also, neitherHunt [1964] nor Jay [1991] whereF representsbottomfriction, and othervariablesare
recognizedthemorphological
constraintwhichcausesc to be asdefinedin section1 (seethenotation
listfor a summary
of
near co in systemswhich are both stronglyfrictional and all symbols). In addition to the usual assumptions
of
strongly convergent, namely, that the solution which channelized flow, (4) and (5) assume u = 0 on the flats
minimizes along-channelvariationsin bottom stressalso [Speerand Aubrey, 1985].
producesc = co.

Part of the difficultyin interpreting
resultsof previous
investigators
with regardto stronglyconvergentchannels
stemsfromthe largenumberof first-ordertermstheyhave
all keptin theequations
of motion.Previousinvestigators
of
convergentsystemshave assumed(1) that local acceleration

In the followingparagraphs,
the continuityequationis
scaled to determine which terms must be retained at first and

second
orderwhenexamining
barotropic
tidalpropagation
in
estuaries such as the Thames, Tamar, and Delaware.

Resultsfrom continuityarethenusedto scalethemomentum
equation.For reference,thedimensionless
quantities
which
are assumedto be small in this studyare summarizedin the
appendix.

contributes to momentum at first order, and (2) that
dischargegradientsdue to velocityvariationcontributeto
continuityat first order. Thesetermsare of secondary
importancein the stronglyconvergent
channelsthatare of 2.1. Scaling of Continuity
interestto this study. Of course,near-resonant,
strongly
For estuariesrepresentedby Figure 2, continuitymay be
convergenttidal systemsdo existwhereaccelerationis more
expanded
as
importantthanfriction. ExamplesincludetheGulf of Maine
in the United States and the Bristol Channel in the United

Kingdom,bothof which were examinedby Prandle and
Rahman[1980]. However,thesesystemsare hundredsof
kilometers
in lengthandmanytensof metersdeep.
In the following sectiona scalingof the equationsof
motionis performedwhichis appropriate
to a morecommon
type of stronglyconvergent
tidal channel,namely,those
having a mean depth on the order of 10 meters or less.
Disadvantageous
scalings
mayhavebeenappliedin thepast
to shallow,stronglyconvergentchannelsbecauseof a lack
of comparisonto observationsfrom real tidal channels
duringthescalingprocess.Parker[1984],whoapplieddata
from the DelawareEstuaryduringscaling,did indeednote
that friction dominatesaccelerationin the momentum balance

-(1+

u - X au

•
•X'X
--O(œh)
•'{••X'X
+•)•'•
}' (6)

The smallparametersenand et,comefrom finite amplitude
andintertidalslopeeffectsandare definedasen= a/h and
= (b - w)/b, where a is tidal amplitude,and w is both the
width of the channelandthe totalembaymentwidthat low
tide. Overbarsindicatetime averagessuchthat h = h(1 +
en •/a), b = b(1 + et,•/a), and A = A(1 + en•/a). Observed
valuesfor enand et,are given in Table 1. The first term on
the right-handside of (6) arisesfrom the along-channel
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Table 1. ObservedandComputed
Tidal andGeometricProperties
of ThreeTidal Estuaries
Parameter

T amar

Thames

Dela ware

L(km)

21

95

215

<a> (m)

2.7_+0.05
(a)

2.2+0.1(b)

0.83+0.03(c)

<h->(m)

2.9+0.2(d)

8.5+0.7(e,f)

5.8+0.3(c)

es= <a>/<h->

0.94+0.07

0.26+0.03

0.143+0.009

eb= 1 - <w/•>

LA/Ltj

0.29_+0.09
(d)
5.3+0.2(d)
4.6+_0.4
(d)
0.033+-0.013
(d)

0.17+0.02(f)
18.5_+0.8
(e,f)
25.0_-+0.8
(e)
- 0.067_+0.073
(f,g)

Lo (km)

400+-30
(a)

440+-80(b)

365ñ7(c)

ea= LA/L•

0.013+-0.001

0.042+-0.007

0.103_+0.004

•A= kLA= 2r•LA/Lo

0.083+-0.007

0.26+-0.05

0.65+-0.02

<A/b> (m)

2.0+-0.2(d)

7.0+-0.6(e,f)

5.8+-0.3(c)

LA/La

0.028+-0.002
(d,a)

- 0.012+-0.032
(e,f,b) 0.071_+0.010
(c)

c/co= (LdT)(gAlb)' •/2

2.0+-0.2

1.2+-0.2

1.08+-0.04

ea,= (La/Lo)(c/co)
2

0.054+0.009

0.060_+0.019

0.121_+0.008

ea,= kLa(c/co)
2

0.34+-0.06

0.38+-0.12

0.76_+0.05

1.4+-0.2x10-3

4.6+-1 lxlO -3

1.7+0.2x10 '3

9'= en- eb

0.65+-0.11

0.090_+0.032

0.143+-0.009

Ix= &o- eA= kLA(C2/Co
2 - 1)

0.26_+0.04

0.11+-0.04

0.11_+0.01

Ix= (kLa)'•

0.34+-0.03

- 0.05_+0.12

0.10+-0.02

L,,tOcrn)

Lb(km)

ca =

3nr(•'/•')2g
8 cenLa2
to

ß

38+1(c)

40+-1(c)

- 0.023+-0.025
(c,h)

Sources
areasfollows:(a) George[ 1975]'(b)Prandle[1980];(c) Parker[1984];(d) Unclesetal.

[1985];(e)Hunt[1964];(f) USDMAcharts37145and37146;(g)Chantler[1974];(h)Harleman[1966].
Here+-indicatesstandard
errors;anglebracketsindicatealong-channel
average.Parameters
are
further defined in the text and in the notation list.

gradientof cross-sectional
area,the secondtermis dueto the
along-channelgradientin tidal velocity, and the third term
comesfrom higher-orderfinite amplitudeeffects.

hasbeenneglected
relativetothesecond.
Thequantity
eu2=

ILn/Lt•Iarisesfrom along-channel
variationin theamplitude
of tidal velocity and is raisedto the secondpowerbecause
In order to scale the terms in (6), b, A, and u are assumed LA/Lttis an orderof, smallerthan *n in estuariesof interest
to vary as e-x/Lb,e-x/LA,ande x/LU,whereLb,LA, andLu to this study(seeTable 1). The quantity*A comesfrom
variationin the phaseof tidal velocitydueto
are e-foldinglengthsof along-channel
variation,andx = 0 at along-channel
the forced end of the channel. Figure 3 illustratesthe fit of wavepropagation.
observedb, A and U to exponentialcurves(where U is the
Dependingon the length- and time-scaleschosento
tidalphase,*Ais definedeitheras
amplitudeof u), and Table 1 listsobservedvaluesfor Lb, LA parameterize
andLA/Lu. Clearly U doesnot necessarilyfollow a simple
œA= LA/LO
(8)
exponentialcurveover the lengthof an entireestuary. The
or as
main purposehere is to illustrate that Lb and LA are of
œA: kLA,
(9)
similar magnitudeand that both are muchlessthanLu on a
system-wide scale (evaluated outside of the immediate
where Lo is the tidal wavelength, and k = 2rr/Lo is the
vicinityof x = L, wherea zerotidal flow boundarycondition
corresponding
wavenumber.The tidal phasespeedin (7) is
may exist).
givenby c = LdT = to/k,whereT is the tidal period,and to
Forsystems
described
byexponential
variation
in•, •-,
is the tidal radianfrequency. The effectivetidal wavelength
and U, (6) can be reexpressed
in termsof scalesasfollows:
is estimatedfrom observationsof along-channeltidal phase
(Figure4); observedvaluesfor Lo and œAare presentedin

(l+,b} aCeA= (l+en} + {et•2+eA},
(A/b)U

(7)

Table

1.

In his scaling of continuity for application to the

whereeu2 andeAtogether
indicate
thesizeof A•u/•x relative Delaware,Parker [1984] choseto scale/}0t/}tand•u/•x by
to udA/dx, and the third term on the right-handside of (6)

aft and U/Lo, which resultsin the relationfor œAgiven by
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106

andkU, theneAincreases
by a factorof 2•r,andeA= 0.65,

0.26,and0.091for thethreeestuaries.
In anycase,ud•/•
is significantly
largerthanA •}u/•}xin (6), evenif thelatter,
moreconservative
scalingis chosen.Therefore
theonly
termin (6) thatcaneffectively
balance
ud•/dx at firstorder
is b•}•/•}t(exceptperhapsfor the Delawareif the more
conservative
scalingis applied).Thusat firstorder,only

lO5

= ..•x

x __ - oo•'•.•.•_

104

103
b (m)

xxo

102

ofinterest
tothisstudy,
along-channel
gradients
indischarge
I

I

-r

I

I

--

10-1
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

lO5

•

area.Thenextmostimportant
contribution
tothedischarge
gradient,at O(eA),is from along-channel
variationin the
phaseof tidal velocity. On a system-widescalethe least
important
contribution
tothedischarge
gradient,
at O(cu2),is
from along-channel
gradientsin the amplitudeof tidal

velocity.Theaboveordering
iscontrary
toclassical
damped
cooscillation
in shortprismatic
channels,
whichsuggests
that
gradientsin the amplitudeof velocity shouldbe most

ø•••• a_

103

(b)
Thames

importantandthatgradients
in cross-sectional
areashouldbe
leastimportant.

•%--0..•o •-(m2)

2.2. Scaling of Momentum

102

t, (m)

10ø

+

•

+

Fortidesandestuaries
described
in theprevioussection,
momentummay be expressedin termsof scalesas

u (m/s)
t
•

+

eAcU
U• {ev2
+eA}
+eA}
+ F ' (10)
LA + LA
= ga
•-A{ea2

10-1

lO4

thesetwo termsin (6) are retained.
The scalingin thissectionhasshownthatin tidal estuaries

aredominated
by along-channel
gradients
in cross-sectional

U (m/s)

100

104

3325

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

whereea2 = ILA/Lal
, andLa scales
along-channel
variations
in tidalamplitudein a manneranalogous
to Lv (seeTable1
for observedvalues). At first order,(7) indicatesthat

(c) Tamar

103

U = acen= gaceA.
(A/b)

102

CO
2

(11)

Dropping
œa
2andœu
2relative
to eAin (10)andusing(11)to
eliminateU thenyields

101

eA½2+ b œh
eA2 C2 = 1 + FLA
10ø
10-1

Co
2

U (m/s)

i

0.2

i

i

0.4

0.6

i

0.8

i

1

x/L

Least-squares
fit

w

co2

gacA '

(12)

wherethetermson the left-handsideof (12) scalelocaland
advectiveacceleration,
respectively,
andthe termson the
right-hand
sideof (12) scalepressure
gradient
andfriction.
The observedphasespeed,c, canbe calculatedfrom the

knowntidalfrequency
andslopeof theobserved
tidalphase

in Figure4b. Doingso indicatesthatc/co= O(1) for the
Figure3. Estimates
of channel
cross-sectional
areaatmidtide, Delaware,Thames,and Tamar (Table 1). Thus ea,=
time-averaged
estuarywidth,andcross-sectionally
averaged eA(C/Co)
2, whichscalesthe importance
of acceleration
velocityamplitude_
as a functionof distancealongthe (a) relativeto the pressuregradient,is lessthanto muchless
Delaware(A and b from Parker [1984], U from Harleman

thanonein thesethreesystems.
Following
thescaling
for

[1966]),(b) Thames_(A
fromHunt[1964]andUSDMA charts eAsuggested
by Parker [1984], ea,--0.12, 0.060, and0.049
37145 and 37146, b from Hunt [1964], U from Chantler,
for
the
Delaware,
Thames,andTamar(Table1). If oneuses
[1974]),and(c)Tamar(A, b, andU fromUnclesetal. [1985]),
the moreconservative
scalingfor cAin (9), thenca,= 0.76,
alongwithleastsquares
log-linearregressions.
0.38, and0.31. The only termin (12) thatcanbalancethe

pressure
gradient
at lowestorderisthefrictionterm(except
(8). Equation(8) giveseA= 0.10for theDelaware(andeA perhapsfor the Delaware if one usesthe more conservative
= 0.042and0.015fortheThames
andTamar,respectively),scalingfor eA).
whichprompted
Parkerto conclude
thatgradients
in crossThus an important result has been derived' If a tidal
sectionalarea dominatevelocitygradientsalong the channelis stronglyconvergent(i.e., en << 1) and the
Delaware.However,if onescales•/•t and•u/•x by o•a observedphasespeedis the sameorderas the frictionless
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0
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q- -I-

q-+

+ +

q- -I- q- q-q-

q-q-+qq-

3. First-Order

Solution

3.1. Derivation

of First-Order

Solution

Retainingonly first-orderterms,the equationsof motion
in shallow,stronglyconvergent
tidal channelsbecome

(a)
i

!

0

CHANNELS

hamperconceptualinterpretation.The scalingpresentedin
this sectionsuggeststhat by neglectingaccelerationat first
order, useful insights may be gained toward our
understandingof tidal flow in strongly convergenttidal
channels.Thisapproach
simplifiesandclarifiestheproblem
withoutsacrificingthefundamental
physics.
x

•

IN CONVERGENT

0.2

i

0.4

,,

0.6

0.8

i

1

Continuity• ••t = •'u
LA '

(13)

Momentum
0 = - g•xx- F.

(14)

200

15o
In one-dimensional numerical models of channelized tidal

flow, the friction term is commonlyformulatedas [e.g.,
SpeerandAubrey,1985]

lOO

F = ca
lul
u = cahlul
u'
hR

• 50
i

0.2

i

i

0.4

0.6

0.8

x/L
Delaware

o = Thames

x = Tamar

(15)

where ca is a time-independentdrag coefficient,and the
hydraulicradiusof the channel,hR,is approximatelyequal
to h for channelshavingw >> h. If velocityis sinusoidalat
first order,then(15) canbe expandedto secondorderusing
Fourier and binomial expansionsas follows [e.g., Parker,
1984]:

Least-squares
fit

•){U+
•COS
(3tot3rPU)}
F=3•8 CdS
K (I-Eh
' (16)

Figure 4. Observedsemidiurnalsurfacetide as a functionof
distancealong the Tamar [George, 1975], Thames[Prandle,
1980], and Delaware [Parker, 1984]: (a) amplitudeand (b) where U and •0uare the amplitudeand phaseangleof u. At
phase,alongwithleastsquares
linearregressions.
Observations first order, (16) becomes
from the Thames and Delaware are of the M2 component.
Synopticobservations
from the Tamar are limitedto a single
F = 83• ca__•_U
u = ru,
(17)
tidal cycle during springtide; thusdisplayeddata are derived
•
from harmonicanalysesof individualtidal cycles.

wherer is a constantfrictionfactor. The assumption
thatr is
wave speed (i.e., c/co = 1), then the lowest-order constantin spaceis only approximatelytrue becauseof
momentumbalancemustbe betweenpressuregradientand along-channel
variationsin ca,U, andh.
friction (i.e., e•o= eA(C/Co)
2 << 1). This conclusionhas
Combining(13) and (14) thengives
beenreachedwithoutany a priori knowledgeof thedepthof
thechannel,theamplitudeof tidal velocity,or themagnitude
•i)t + rcø2
• = 0,
(18)
of the dragcoefficient. Furthermore,if en/en-<O(1) also
Ln
holds, then the local acceleration term can be no more

importantthannonlinearitiesgeneratedby finite amplitude which is a first-order wave equationfor tidal elevation,
effectsin the continuityequation.Finally,(12) indicatesthat markedly different from the second-orderwave equation
the advective acceleration term is 3 orders of e smaller than
whichresultsfromneglectingfrictionin a prismaticchannel.
friction.
Assumingsinusoidalforcing of amplitudea at x = 0, the
The dominant role of friction suggestedabove is in solutionto (18) is simply
contrastwith classic solutionsfor cooscillatingtides in
cos(oot-kx) ,
(19)
prismaticchannels,which often neglectfriction entirely.
Other analyticapproximationswhich considerconvergent
channelgeometryin the presenceof friction have always andthewavespeedis givenby
treated friction and local acceleration at the same order. The

resultingsolutionsare often expressedin terms of Bessel
equationsor repeatedvariable transformations,
which can

C= to-_ C02
k

rLA'

(20)
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It is interestingto notethatthe wavenumberin (19) and(20)
is equivalentto the real part of the complexwave number
derivedby Jay [1991] for his "supercriticalconvergence"
regime.
The solutionfor velocityis foundfrom (13) to be

(13) indicatesthat an upstreamno-flow boundarycannotbe
importantto the overall solution.Sincethe dominantlength
scaleof tidal dischargeis Ln, a no-flow boundarycondition

3.2. Discussion

barrier.

at x = L cannot be felt much seawardof x/L = 1 - Ln/L, and

in tidal estuaries of interest to this study, Ln/L is
significantly less than 1 (see Table 1). This result has
u = - U sin(o•t- kx},
(21)
importantramificationsconcerningthe potentialeffect of
tidal barriers. In strongly convergent channels, the
whereU is givenby
installationof a tidal barrier at x = xo shouldhave minimal
effect on the tidal signal seaward of x = xo- La. This
U -- LAo•a.
(22) finding is consistentwith Prandle and Rahman[1980], who
(A/b)
examinedthe effect of tidal barriersusing Besselfunction
solutions. Upon introduction of barriers into strongly
Equation(22) is consistentwith (11) if CA= kLA,suggesting
convergent channels, Prandle and Rahman found the
(9) is probably the more appropriate scaling for the
amplitudeand phaseof elevationand velocityto be altered
governingequations.
by only a few percentoutsidethe immediatevicinity of the
of First-Order

Solution

The first-ordersolutionfor shallow,stronglyconvergent
channels diverges from the conventional view of cooscillatingestuarytides. As in a classicalstandingwave, u
and • are out of phaseby 90', yet (19) and (21) individually
appearprogressive.The first-ordersolutiongivenby (19) is
independentof the length of the tidal estuary, in sharp
contrastto the length sensitivequarter-waveresonanceof
frictionlesscooscillation. Furthermore,the solutiongiven
by (19) is of constantamplitude,whereasthe amplitudeof a
classicalcooscillating
tide in a finite channelundulatesalong
channel

due to the interaction

of incident

and reflected

waves. The very nature of (18) is inconsistentwith a
reflectedwave becausea first-orderwave equationallows
propagation
only in theincidentdirection.
Equation(20) indicatesthatas longas r is scaledby the
dominant tidal component,the phase speed in shallow,
stronglyconvergentchannelsis independentof frequency;
i.e., the smaller-amplitude wave components are
nondispersive
at first order. Equations(17), (20), and (22)
allow the phase speed to be predicted with the drag
coefficientasthe only independent
parameter:

m__
= 3zr(•'/•-)2g
.
k

8caœnLA2tO

The impactof freshwaterdischargeon the barotropictide
is alsoscaledby LA. Assumingthe freshwatervelocity at x
= L is lessthan or equalto U, then the ratio of freshwater
velocity to total velocity will be negligiblefor x/L < ~ 1 Ln/L. Wherever possible,observationsused in this study
are from "low" runoff conditions, further reducing the
impactof freshwaterdischargeon tidal propagation.During
high runoff or along channels that are not strongly
convergent,river flow will havea moresignificanteffecton
tidal propagationthroughoutthe channel[e.g.,Godin, 1988;
Parker, 1991 ].

4. Second-order
4.1. Derivation

Solution
of Second-Order

Solution

At secondorder (seethe appendix),(6) and (7) indicate
thatthefollowingtermsarekept in thecontinuityequation:

•t

Ox

(24)

Thefirst-ordersolutionfor u maybeusedin A•u/•x because
it is a second-order term.

Then to O(e), (24) can be

(23) reexpressedusingbinomialexpansionsas

Equation(23) indicatesthatfor the dominantfrequency,the
(25)
waveis dispersive.Thusin channelsdominatedby diurnal
tides, the phasespeedwill be larger than in an identical
where (9) has been used to define eA. In (25), complex
channeldominatedby semidiurnal
tides. Equation(23) also
notationhas been applied in evaluating3u/3x, and the
allows the observedphasespeedto be usedto solvefor ca
exponentialexpressions
for b andA with LA = Lt, have also
directly. The resulting "observed"values for ca are been used.
displayedin Table 1. Theseca valuescomparewell with
From (10) and (16), the momentumequationat second
those previouslyemployedin one-dimensionalnumerical
order is
modelsof stronglyconvergenttidal estuaries.For example,
Uncles and Stephens [1989] used ca = 1.6 x 10 -3 in
•u_.
•_•_
i)t - gi)x
modelingthe Tamar;Prandle [1974] usedcavaluesbetween

2.0 x 10-3 and 8.7 x 10-3 in modelingthe Thames;and
Parker[1984]usedcavaluesrangingbetween2.0x 10-3and
3.7x 10-3in modelingtheDelaware.
Equation (18) allows only one boundary condition,
specifiedat the seawardend of the channel. Thus (18)-(21)
will not be valid in the immediatevicinity of x = L if a zero
tidal flow conditionexists. Howeverthe scalinginherentin

8
(3•ot-3•u)}
. (26)
3• cctU
•- (1-eh•){u+•cos
The cosineterm on the right-handsideof (26), which arises
from a Fourier expansionof ulul in (15), is associatedwith
the generationof the third tidal harmonic[e.g.,Godin, 1988;
Parker, 1991]. Yet one-dimensionalnumerical solutionsfor
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tidesin shallowchannelswhich employ(15) generallydo a

thetidalasymmetry
factoris givenby

poorjob of reproducing
along-channel
variations
in M6
[e.g.,Prandle,1980;Parker,1984;Friedrichs
andMadsen,
1992]. Thereis littledoubtthatthefrictiontermis themajor
sourceof M6 production
withinsemidiurnal
tidalchannels.
However,(15) and (26) are derivedunderthe assumption
thatthedragcoefficient
is time-invariant.
Fieldobservations
suggest
thatin energetic
tidalflows,ca
canbea complex
functionof tidalheight,tidalvelocity,and
flowdirection.By applyingobservations
tothetermsin the
one-dimensional
momentumequationand solvingfor the

T' = (l +•5)œ
h - œb,

(30)

andc is the first-orderphasespeed.The left-handsideof
(28), like (18), is a first-orderwaveequationwith only one
boundaryconditionat x = 0. However,thereis now a
second-order
forcingtermon theright-handside. Because

theforcingtermis second
order,it canbeevaluated
at O(e)
by substituting
in thefirst-order
solution.Application
of a
trigonometric
identitythenyields

dragcoefficient,
LewisandLewis[1987]andWeismanet
• + c a; _ _ ac7ksin(2tot-2kx). (31)
al. [1990]foundcato varyby 3-4 timesoverthetidalcycle,
at
1 + i # ax
2
whereasWallis and Knight [1984] observedan orderof
The dominanttidal component
is givenby therealpartof
magnitude
variationin ca. ThusthetrueM6 produced
by
solutionto (31):
frictionmay not closelyresemblethatpredictedby (15) thehomogeneous
unlessca is more properlyrepresented
as time-varying.
• = a e•

Becauseof the limited ability of (15) (with constantca) to

cos(tot- kx).

(32)

accurately
reproduce
M6 in shallow,
energetic
tidalchannels,

The quantity•2 is givenby theparticularsolutionto (31)
plusa second
termdueto theharmonic
present
at x = 0 (#
may
be
neglected
when
evaluating
the
O(e)
second
harmonic
Tidal modulationof cacouldalsoaffectevenharmonics.

the third harmonic will not be considered further in this

study.

If modulation
of cawereoutof phasewithmodulation
of hR, component):

netproduction
of evenharmonics
bythefrictiontermcould
be reduced. This may be partly why a one-dimensional

•2 = -a 2 r kx sin(2tot- 2kx)

numerical model of the Thames which used (15) [Prandle,

+ a2 cos(2tot- 2kx- o2),

1980]predicted
M4 amplitudes
significantly
largerthanthe
observedvalues. Yet in a similar one-dimensionalmodel of

the Delaware, Parker [1984] was able to reproducealong-

wherea2ando2aretheamplitudeandphaseof •2 at x = 0.

Velocityis foundto O(e)by substituting
• = • + •2 into

channelvariations
in M4 amplitudequitewell. WhenParker (25)andagainemploying
trigonometric
identities[1984]examined
thevarioussources
of M4 in themodel,he
foundthatthe M4 from nonlinearcontinuitywas3.7 times
u• = - Ueta•xsin(tot-kx- eA),
largerthantheM4 fromfriction.He stated
thatthevarious
contributions
to M4 haddifferentphases
andthatthetotalM4

amplitudewas less than the sum of the individual
contributions.Thushis model mighthavereproduced
M4

(33)

(34)

u2: U---Z{sin
(2tot2kx)
- 2kxcos
(2tot2kx)}
2

justaswellwithoutincluding
tidalmodulation
of h in the

_ 2a2Usin(2tot-2kx-02).

(35)

frictionterm. In thispaperwe will replaceehin (26) with
•Seh,
where0 < •5< 1, in orderto allow leewayin assessing
therelativeimportance
of time-varying
depthonfriction.
The harmoniccomponentsgiven by (33) and (35) are
Afterapplying
theaboveassumptions,
substitution
of the derived much more easily than previous perturbation
first-ordersolutionfor tidal velocity into the acceleration expansions
fornonlinear
tidesin shallow
tidalchannels
with
term yields
friction[e.g.,Kreiss,!957; Shetyeand Gouveia,1992].
Therelativelycompact
formof (33) and(35) stems
fromthe
g 1+ i era-/Seh --,
(27) simpledynamicswhichgoverntidesin stronglyconvergent

U= - 7

•X

channels.

whereera= to/rindicates
thestrengthof acceleration
relative
to friction,andcomplexnotationhasbeenusedin evaluating
•}u/•}t. Using (20) and (8), eracanbe reexpressed
as era=
(c/co)2en,which is the sameratio that scaledthe relative
importance
of acceleration
in section
2.2.
Substituting
(27) into (25) to eliminateu thenyieldsa
singleequation
for • at O(e):

•+
at

c •C=_crC•

1 + i# ax

a ax '

(28)

wheretheamplitudegrowthfactoris givenby

No set-upof tidal elevationor generation
of residual
currentsoccursat O(e) in stronglyconvergent
channels.As

anticipated
byJay[1991], thisisbecause
thenear90øphase
differencebetweenelevationandvelocitygenerates
relatively
little Stokesdrift. At springtide in the Tamar,for example,

thecross-sectionally
averaged
Stokesdriftis onlyaboutonefifth theamplitude
of thecross-sectionally
averaged
quarterdiurnalvelocitycomponent[Uncleset al., 1985; 1986].
Stokesdrift occurswhen maximum flood and maximum ebb

occurat differenttidalheightssuchthatmaximumvelocities
are not proportional
to maximumtransports.In strongly

convergent
channels,
maximumfloodandmaximumebb

# = era-eA
= eA{{c•00)2-1},
(29)

both occur near midtide level.

Nonetheless, there is

significant
set-upof themeanwaterlevelin theinnermost
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Tamar [George, 1975]. This is largely becauselow water
elevation in the Tamar is kinematicallytruncatedby the
elevation of the channel bottom (see discussionin section
4.2).
4.2. Discussion

of Second-Order

Solution

4.2.1. Dominant elevation frequency.

Equation
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of which were measuredrelative to a common datum by

George), amplitude is then observedto increasealong
channel. Figure 5 displays (32) superimposedon
observationsof high-water propagationalong the Tamar.
The only parameteradjustedin the analyticsolutionis the
friction factor, r, which determinesk and/• via (20) and
(29).

The prediction of second-orderamplitude and phase
variation
alongthe Thamesand Delawarecanbe improved
wave) with the samephasespeedas the first-ordersolution.
by
dividing
eachobservedchannelimo severalindividual,
However,the amplitudeis modulatedby eO•Cx,
wherethe
exponemially
varyingsegments.Because(32) describes
a
amplitudegrowthfactor,#, is givenby (29). This resultis
unidirectional
wave,
the
change
in
amplitude
and
phase
consistentwith the observations
in Figure4 (especiallyfor
j is givendirectlyby
the Delaware)whichindicatealong-channel
phasevariation alongsegment
is more strongly linear than along-channel amplitude
(32) describesa unidirectional wave (i.e., with no reflected

variation.

The exponentialmodulationof tidal amplitudeat second
ßn•,j = kjxj + •n•,j-• (•j-•),
(36)
order is due to the combined,partially cancelingeffectsof
where/•j andkj are calculatedfrom the along-channel
(1) inertiarelative to friction, which is representedby
and (2) limited convergence,which is representedby
geometry
of eachsegment,
andxj = 0 at thebeginning
of
Conceptually,
nonzeroe•oindicatesinertiahasthepotentialto
overcomefrictionaldampingandincrease
tidal amplitudeby
(a)
.........• ..............•...........x
causingan along-channelconvergenceof energy. This
phenomenon
is analogous
to Green'slaw in the frictionless,
weak convergencelimit and has previouslybeen termed
2
"topographic funneling" [Jay, 1991]. Nonzero eA or
"limitedconvergence"
(i.e., a tendencytowarda prismatic
channel)counteracts
topographic
funnelingbecauseenergy
is concentrated
lesseffectivelyif convergence
is weak.
If the amplitudegrowth factor is positive (• > 0), then
inertia overcomes damping due to friction and limited
convergence,and tidal amplitudegrowsalong channel. If
the amplitudegrowthfactoris negative(g < 0), dampingdue
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
to limited convergenceandfrictionovershadows
inertia,and
amplitudedecays. Because# is smallerthaneither e•oor
i

i

the second-order solution for elevation is more like the first-

i

for

the Tamar,

Thames,

and Delaware,

and the

correspondence
to (29) for the Delaware and Thames is
reasonably
consistent
withinerrorbars.
Along the Tamar,/• = e•o-en= 0.22 + 0.05 suggests
that
amplitudeshouldincreasewith distancealongchannel,yet
Figure4a indicatesthatamplitudedecreases.However,the
observedspring tidal amplitude along the Tamar is not
entirelydynamic.Because
theamplitudeto depthratioin the
upper reaches of the Tamar is near unity, low-water
elevationin theupperTamaris kinematicallyconstrained
by
the elevation of the channel bottom, and the tidal curve is

i

(b)

200

ordersolutionthanmightbe predictedfrom the sizeof e•oor
eAalone. Thusthe applicabilityof the first-orderscaling,if
150
basedon the size of g, is extended. This is why the firstordersolutionrepresents
the tide in the Delawarereasonably (deg)
100
well, even though en and e•oare relatively large. If/• = 0,
these two second-ordereffects cancel entirely, and the
solutionat the dominantfrequencyis identical to the first5o
order case. In stronglyconvergentchannels,the observed
exponentialvariation in the amplitudeof tidal elevation,
describedby the e-foldinglengthLa, shouldbe relatedto the

amplitude
growthfactorby !• = (kLa)'1. Table1 lists(kLa)'l

i

44-

i

i

i

i

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

x/L
+ = Delaware

o = Thames

= Eq. (32)

x = Tamar

= Eq. (36)

Figure 5. Observedsemidiurnalsurfacetide as a functionof
distancealong the Tamar [George, 1975], Thames [Prandle,
1980], and Delaware [Parker, 1984], along with predictions
givenby the second-order
solutions:(a) amplitude,(b) phase.

Because
low-waterelevationin theupperTamaris kinematically
truncated around low water, observations for the Tamar are

basedon the elevationandphaseof high water. In calculatingr

truncatedaroundlow water [George,1975]. If the dynamic for thesecond-order
solutions,
c,tU= 1.1x 10-3m/sfor boththe
amplitudealongthe Tamaris redefinedas local high-water Tamar and the Delaware and c•tU = 2.8 x 10-3 m/s for the
elevationminusmidtideelevationat the seawardgauge(both Thames.
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Nonetheless,Le Floch emphasizedsimilarities between

eachsegment. The only freely determinedparameteris r,

whichis usedto determine
kj andgj via(20)and(29). The classicalcooscillationand tidal propagationin convergent
boundaryconditionfor eachsegmentis simplythe amplitude
and phase at the end of the previous segment. Unlike
segmentedsolutionsto wave equationscontainingsecond
derivatives[e.g., Dronkers, 1964; Jay, 1991], there is no
needto matcha reflectedwave at theboundary.

Along-channel
variationsin observed
Ir/lland•o•l(see
Figure 4) suggestthat an improved representationof the
Thames requiresat least two exponentiallyfit segments,
whereas the Delaware requires at least three. Table 2

displaysvaluesof LAj,earlandyj calculatedfor each
segment.Whereyj > 0, tidal amplitudelocallyincreases
with distancealongchannel,and whereyj < 0, tidal

channels. He stressedthat his synchronoussolutiononly
appliedto idealizedinfinite channels,and that [Le Floch,
1961, p.363] "In a real estuaryit is always necessaryto
calculate the reflected wave." As shown in this study,
however, strongly convergent channels represent an
asymptotewhereit is not necessary
to calculatethereflected
wave, even in a channelof finite length. Outside of the
immediatevicinity of x = L (where boundaryconditionson
U may invalidatethe requiredscaling),tidal propagationin
stronglyconvergentchannelsis inherentlyinconsistent
with
the presenceof a reflectedwave. Equation(31), whichis a
first-order wave equation,allows propagationonly in the

amplitude locally decreases (Figure 5). Successful incident direction.
4.2.2. Dominant velocity frequency.
Like the
reproductionof second-order
perturbations
in along-channel
tidal amplitude and phase suggeststhat these observed second-ordersolutionfor •, (34) also describesa purely
undulations
are largelythe resultof deviationsfrom a single unidirectionalwave, with the samephasespeedasthe firstexponentiallyconvergentgeometry. They are not entirely orderwaveandwith amplitudeexponentiallymodulatedby
due to interactionsbetween incident and reflected waves, as the amplitudegrowthfactor. On a system-widescale,the
commonlypresumedthroughapplicationof classicaldamped value of y appropriateto the Tamar, Thames,andDelaware
cooscillation.Equation(36) reproducestheseundulations is only slightlygreaterthan zero, thuslull shouldvary only
yet includesno reflectedwave.
weaklyalongthe lengthof thesesystems.This predictionis
Other authors have discussed the control of tidal
consistentwith observationsof cross-sectionally
averaged
amplitudeby channelconvergenceand friction in a more velocity presentedin Figure 3. Chantler [1974], who
qualitativefashion [Allen et al., 1980; Salomonand Allen, examinedvelocity amplitudealong six tidal channels,and
1983; Nichols and Biggs, 1985]. Theseauthorsdefine an Friedrichs [1993], who examined velocities in 18 tidal
by
estuaryto be (1) "hypersynchronous"
if strongconvergence systems,foundthat stabletidal channelsare characterized
velocity
amplitudes
which
are
nearly
uniform
in
space.
Thus
dominatesfriction and amplitudegrowsalong channel,(2)
"hyposynchronous"
if friction dominatesconvergenceand the observedtendencyfor real channelsto have• -- 0 may be
evolution.
amplitudedecays,or (3) "synchronous"
if convergence
and closelylinkedto naturalpatternsof morphologic
If the amplitudegrowth factor is significantlydifferent
friction balance and amplitude is constant. For stro_ngly
convergent estuaries of interest to this study, a from zero, system-wide gradients in the magnitude of
hypersynchronous estuary corresponds to y > 0, a velocity and of bottomstresswill exist, and the large-scale
hyposynchronousestuary correspondsto • < 0, and a channelform may not be stable. Becausethe bottomstress
is typically higher than that
synchronousestuary correspondsto • = 0. Allen et al. associatedwith resuspension
[1980], Salomonand Allen [1983], andNichols and Biggs associatedwith deposition(due to "scour"and "settling"
[1985] all cite the work of Le Floch [1961], who examined lags, Postrna [1967]), system-widegradientsin bottom
tidal propagationwith friction in an infinitetidal channelof stress will favor net sedimentation in areas of low stress or
constant depth, rectangular cross-section, and width net erosionin areasof high stress,and sedimentationor
decreasing
like e-x/œb.
For sucha channel,Le Flochfound erosionwill favor adjustmentof • towardzero. Equation
that tidal amplituderemainsconstantwith distance(i.e., the (29) indicatesthat as y --, 0, c --, co. Thus as morphologic
channelis "synchronous")
if Lb = co/r.
adjustment
causestidalvelocityto becomeuniformalongthe
Equation(29) indicatesthat in a synchronous
channel,e•o length of the channel, the tidal phase speed will be
= eAand c = co. Using the definitionse•o= •o/r,eA= kLa, constrainedto be closeto the frictionlesswave speed. This
and c = •o/k,it is easyto showthat for a synchronous
tidal explains why c -- co in stronglyconvergenttidal channels,
estuary,Ln = co/r. This result is consistentwith Le Floch even though the dynamicsin these systemsare strongly
[1961], since in systemsof interestto this study,La -- Lb. frictional.
The above argument is admittedly an

Table 2. Propertiesof ExponentiallyConvergentSegmentsof Tidal Estuaries
Estuary
Thames

Delaware

Segment

x/L

LA, km

<h>, m

eA'- kLA

1

0 - 0.8

22

9.5

0.21

0.35

2

0.8 - 1

12

3.2

0.61

- 0.42

1

0 - 0.22

40

6.8

0.46

0.58

2

0.22 - 0.68

44

5.3

0.87

- 0.048

3

0.68 - 1

33

5.6

0.45

0.41
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oversimplification
in thatit doesnotconsidertherole of tidal
asymmetries. Morphodynamic feedback between tidal
amplitudegrowthandtidal harmonicsis discussed
furtherin
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100

section
4.2.4.

80

Anotherimportantfeatureof (34) is theroleplayedby eA
in determining
thephaseby whichUl leads•1:

½½1
- ½ul= -•2

cA,

(37)

•

40

wherethephaseof Ul is foundby reexpressing
Ul as lull cos

(tot-•ul). If eAisvanishingly
small,
i.e.,if along-channel 20
convergence
is infinitely strong,then Ul leads½1by 90ø,

whichis identicalto thefirst-order
case.For largerCA,Ul

0

leads ½1by a smalleramount. Using eA= kLA and (23),
(37) maybereexpressed
as

i

0

i

0.2

+= Delaware

i

i

0.4

0.6

i

0.8

1

ea = kLa

o = Thames

q•{l
- q•ul
= •r_ • Cd
eh
to2
LA
3
ß

2

3• g(A/b)2

(38)

Equation(38) indicatesthatin a stronglyconvergent
tidal

channel,•½•- •u• responds
primarilyto localgeometric
conditions,in sharp contrastto the classical view of
frictionallydampedcooscillating
tidesin finite channels.
Classical
theoryindicates
thatin a channelof finitelength,
therelativephaseof velocityshouldbe a strongfunctionof
x/L. For a frictionally dampedcooscillatingtide in a

x = Tamar

= Eq. (37)

Figure 6. Observedphaseof velocityrelativeto elevationat
the dominanttidal frequencyfor the Tamar [George, 1975],
Thames [Hunt, 1963], and Delaware [Parker, 1984; Manchow

et al., 1992], alongwith predictionsgiven by the second-order
"segmented"
solutionas a functionof eA= kLA. The poorly
matchedpointfor theThamesis in segment1, butrelativelynear

thetransition
to segment
2. Parentheses
indicatethesamepoint
plottedusingthegeometryof segment2.

prismaticchannel,•½•- •u• -> 90' asx-> L because
of
complete
reflection
atthehead,and•0 ' •u• decreases
asx

If 7> 0, c(t) is greateraroundhigh water than it is around
low water;high water "catchesup" with low water, and the
respectto the incidentwave.
rising tide is of shorter duration. If 7 < 0, c(t) is greater
Figure6 displays
observations
of •0' ½ul(basedon around low water, and the result is a shorter-fallingtide.
pointmeasurements
of u•) asa functionof easuperimposedThe asymmetry factor, 7= (1 + 8)ca- œb,synthesizesthe
on(37). Completetidalcyclesof simultaneous
velocityand competingeffects of time variationsin channeldepth and
elevation are available for the Tamar at x/L = 0.33 and 0.57
time variationsin total estuarywidth. If ,n = O(1) >> et,,a

-> 0 as the reflectedwave becomesmore dampedwith

[George,1975]. The relativephaseof velocityalongthe
Delawareis availableat x/L = 0 (at the centerof the bay

much smaller channel cross-sectional area is available around

low waterto passa given volumeof water(due to nonlinear
continuityeffects),and propagationof low water is slower.
1984],whichare in the firstandsecond"segments"
of the In addition,the depth dependenceof r causesthe friction
estuary,respectively(see Table 2). The threevelocity term to be strongeraround low water, further slowing its
recordsfor the Thames are from x/L = 0, 0.38 and 0.73 propagation. If et, = O(1) >> en,a much larger volume of
[Hunt, 1964], all of whichare in the first segment.The wateraroundhigh watermustpassthougha given channel
agreement
betweenobservations
and(37) is quitegoodfor crosssection,andpropagationof high wateris slower.
the Delaware, the Tamar, and for two of the three
The Tamar, Thames, and Delaware all have positive
observations
from theThames.Thepoorlymatchedpointis asymmetry factors and rising tides of shorter duration.
for observations at x/L = 0.73 in the Thames, which is Estuarieswith 7 < 0 are also common,althoughthey tend
relativelynearthetransitionto segment2. The datapointin not to be strongly convergent [Friedrichs and Madsen,
parentheses
is •0 ' •u• atx/L = 0.73 plottedversustheea 1992]. Analogousresultsbasedon numericalmodelingof
valueappropriateto segment2.
shallow prismatic channelsare provided by Speer and
4.2.3. Elevation harmonics and tidal asymmetry. Aubrey [1985] and Friedrichs and Aubrey [1988]. Other
The mechanism
whichproduces
tidalasymmetry
in strongly authorshaveattributedobservations
of shorter-rising
tidesin
convergent
channelsmay be understood
conceptuallyif (20) shallowconvergentchannelsdirectlyto time variationof co,
is allowedto vary with tidalheightas a functionof overall as would be the casein an infinite, prismatic,frictionless
channeldepthandestuarywidth:
channel [McDowell and O'Connor, 1977; Salomon and
Allen, 1983]. Sincethe observedphasespeedin real tidal
channelsis often near co, it is not surprisingthat previous
authorshave looked to the frictionlesswave speedfor an
r(t)LA
explanation. From (39), however, it is clear that
perturbationsaroundc due to time-varyingdepthand width
g w h (1 + en•/a)
in shallow,stronglyconvergentchannelsare proportionalto
= a (1 + re/a).
(39)

mouth) [Miinchow et al., 1992] and x/L = 0.39 [Parker,

c(t)
= cø2(t)
=

c02,notco. Furthermore,
thedynamicsinvolvedarerelated
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to strongconvergence
and strongfrictionandare distinctly
differentfrompropagation
in prismaticfrictionless
channels.
Theneteffectof differentpropagation
speeds
aroundhigh
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(a) 0.4
0.25

andlowwat'6r
isrepresented
in thesecond-order
solution
by
0.2

the superposition
of •2 and •1. The amplituderatio 1•2/•'ll
indicatesthe absolutedistortionof the tidal curveand,for a
givenrelativephase,increases
directlywith the degreeof
asymmetry[Friedrichsand Aubrey,1988]. Neglecting#,

o.•s
0.1

the ratio of •2 to •1 is foundfrom (32) and(33) to be
0.05

•-• =

- -•-7kx
sin02+ a 2 | . (40)

i

i

i

!

i
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1

,
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For a2 = 0, (40) reducessimplyto

(b)

........

150

Irlkx.
•1 = -•-

(41)

Equations(40) and(41) predictthatasymmetry
will increase
linearly along channel (assuminga2 is small), which is
qualitativelyconsistentwith the effect of differentphase
speedsaroundhigh and low water in (39).

+

.-, 100

•

2½0- ½•'2between0 and • (or 0ø and 180ø),whereas
shorter-falling
tideshave2½0 - ½½between
-• and0 (or
-180' and0'). Neglecting
g, 2½0 - ½½is foundfrom(32)
and (33) to be

2½•'1
- ½•2= 2kx+

+

i

?

q-

o

q.
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The phaseof •2 relativeto •1, definedby 2½
indicateswhetheran asymmetric
tidalcyclehasa risingtide
of shorterdurationor a fallingtideof shorterduration[e.g.,
Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1988]. Shorter-risingtides have

Eq. (42)

+
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Figure 7. Observations
of (a) amplitude
and(b) phaseof the
secondharmonicrelativeto the dominantcomponentof tidal

- •- sin(02+2kx)
/_•._kx.
sin
(•_2kx)
a2

(42)

wherethe four quadrantarctangentis evaluated.For a2 = 0,
(40) reducesto

7
171'

(43)

elevationas a functionof distancealongthe Delaware [Parker,
1984], Tamar [George,1975], andThames[Hunt, 1964], along
with predictionsgivenby the second-order
solution.

Otherwise7is derivedfrom valuesof ehandet,displayedin
Table 1. A goodfit to the observations
is achievedwith 6 =
0.6 for the Tamar, 6 = 0.3 for the Thames,and 6 = 0 for the
Delaware(which gives 7= 1.1, 0.19, and 0.11 for the three
estuaries,
respectively).Thusthenetnonlineareffectof time

For relativelysmalla2, (42) and (43) predictthe tide will be
shorter rising if 7 is positive and shorterfalling if 7 is
negative,which is the samepatternpredictedby (39). As

variationsin depthin thefrictiontermappearsto decrease
as
ehdecreases
and asaccelerationbecomesmoreimportantin
the momentum balance. In general, nonlinear friction
internally
generated
•2 becomes
moreimportant,
2• 0 - •C2 appearsto be lessimportantthan nonlinearcontinuity,a
asymptoticallyapproaches
+90'.
resultwhichisconsistent
withthefindings
ofParker[1984,
Figure7 compares(40) and (42) to observations
of 1•2/•'ll 1991].
and2• 0 - ½½usingfirst-ordervaluesfor k derivedfrom
Equations (40) and (42) capture both the order of

Figure4b (seeTable1). Observations
of 1•2/•'11
and2½0 - magnitude
andthealong-channel
trendin 1•2/•'11
and2½0 ½½for the TamarandDelawarearefromdataof George ½q2. In particular,the analyticsolutionscapturethe
[1975] and Parker [1984]. Observationsof M2 and M4
phases for the Thames presented by Prandle [1980],
however,are relative to separateconstantsandthusare in a
form inconsistent
with the applicationof (40), (42) and(43).
Less extensive observations, derived from harmonic

analysesof individual tidal cycles in Hunt [1964], are
displayedinstead.SinceHunt'sobservations
arefor spring
tides, ehand et,are each slightlyhigher(at 0.30 and 0.20)
than the meanvaluesappropriateto Prandle'sobservations.

transitionfrom •2 dominatedby external forcing to •2

dominated
byinternal
nonlinear
generation.
Observed
2½0 ½½asymptotically
approaches
90øin theinnerThamesand
Delawareaspredictedby (42) and (43). Equations(40) and
(42) underpredict
observed1•2/•'11
andoverpredictobserved

290 - ½½in theinnermost
Tamarbecause
thetidalcurveis
kinematically truncatedby the elevation of the channel

bottom[George, 1975]. Harmonicanalysesof severely
truncatedtidal curvestypicallyproducelarge •2 to •1 ratios
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(-0.3-0.4) and low •2 to •l relativephases(-30') [Speeret
al., 1991]. However the kinematicsof this processare not
represented
by the dynamicsof (40) to (43).
4.2.4. Velocity asymmetry and morphodynamic
feedback. If the risingtide is of shorterdurationthanthe
falling tide (y > 0) and high and low water nearly coincide
with slack water, then continuity argumentsrequire that
velocityduringtheflood be greaterthanvelocityduringthe
ebb. Similarly, if the falling tide is of shorterduration(y <
0), then velocity during the ebb will be greater. Because
tidally generatedresidualcurrentsare negligiblein strongly
convergentchannels,flood or ebbdominanceis represented
at secondorder entirely by the superpositionof u2 and ul.
Explicit analytic expressionsfor lu2/ull and 2•Ou]- •Ou2,
which can be derived from (34) and (35), are much messier

(a)1.5
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Co)
•.5

than analogousexpressions
for 1•'2/•'lland 20,½•-'/'½2.
Becauseof their complicatedform and the dearthof highquality observationswith which to comparethem, they are
not presentedhere.
Becauseof the difficulties inherent in simultaneously
measuringvelocityover an entirecrosssection,time series
of cross-sectionally
averagedvelocityare availableonly for
the Tamar [Uncleset al., 1985]. Althoughno simultaneous
observations
of elevationare availableto provideappropriate
valuesof C•and C2for forcingat x = 0, Figure 8 nonetheless
comparesu2 + u• (calculatedfrom (34) and (35)) to the
availableobservations
of cross-sectionally
averagedvelocity.
The analyticsolutionusesthe samegeometricand forcing
parameterslisted in Table 1 and used in Figure 7. The
velocityobservations
arefrom individualnonsynopticspring
tidal cyclesand includethe effectsof runoff and diurnal
inequalities.Furthermore,it is not clearthat referencetidal
phaseis consistentamongthe three time series. Despite
these limitations, the analytic solutionfor u capturesthe
followingimportantfeaturesof the observedtime series:(1)
the correct overall degree of distortion, (2) weak ebb
dominance near the mouth of the estuary, and (3)
increasingly strong flood dominance with increased
landwarddistance.The analyticsolutiondisagreeswith the
time seriesmoststronglyaroundlow-waterslacktide, which
is whenkinematictruncationof thetidal cycleby thechannel
bottomis mostsignificant.
Flood dominance in the inner portions of shallow,
strongly convergent tidal channels may provide a
morphodynamic
explanationfor why the amplitudegrowth
factor (/• = eto- eA) tends to be slightly greater than zero
alongthesesystems(seeTable 1). Flood dominancetends
to transportsedimentin a landward direction, favoring
channelshoalingas sedimentcollectsin the inner estuary
[e.g., Aubrey, 1986]. Thus flood-dominanttidal channels
will not attain a stable form over the long term unless a
physical mechanismsimultaneouslyexists which favors
seawardtransport. As discussedin section4.2.2, systemwide gradientsin the magnitudeof maximumvelocity also
causenettransportof sedimentdueto scourlag andsettling
lag [Postma, 1967]. If kt > 0, velocity amplitude will
increaselandward,and scourlag and settlinglag will favor
seawardsedimenttransport.
One might imagine the morphologic evolution of a
shallow,exponentiallyconvergenttidal channelto proceed

CHANNELS

1

u 0.5
lu)l 0
-0.5
-1

-1.5

0

Hours

Figure 8. Time seriesof cross-sectionally
averagedvelocity at
springtidefor theTamar,normalizedby theamplitudeof ul at x
= 0 (or the mostseawardcrosssection).(a) Analytic solutionsat
x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8; (b) observationsfrom Uncles et al.
[1985] taken at x = 0.10, 0.38, and 0.57.

as follows: Assuming the asymmetryfactor is positive,
flood dominance will cause sediment to collect in the inner

portionof the estuary. If kt< 0, scourlag and settlinglag
will

enhance

the landward

movement

of sediment.

As

sediment collects in the landward reachesof the estuary,
however, the cross section will become more strongly
convergentand/• will increase. Eventually the amplitude
growthfactorwill becomepositiveandthe amplitudeof tidal
velocity will increasein a landwarddirection. With/• > 0,
scourlag and settlinglag will tend to move sedimentin a
seawarddirection. The larger the asymmetryfactor, the
larger 3t will grow before a balance is reachedbetween

landwardand seawardtransport.The estuariesexaminedin
this studysupportthis relationship:•,and# are both largest
for the Tamar, which is also the one channel where the

amplitudeof tidal velocity unambiguouslyincreasesin a
landward direction. Morphodynamic feedback between
spatial and temporal asymmetries in bottom stress is
discussedin more detail by Friedrichs [1993] and is the
subjectof ongoingresearch.

5. Summary and Conclusions
A scaling of the continuity equation appropriate to
shallow, stronglyconvergentchannels(suchas the Thames
and Tamar in the United Kingdom and the Delaware in the
United States) indicates gradients in tidal dischargeare
dominatedat first orderby gradientsin cross-sectional
area.
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Finiteamplitudeeffectsandgradientsin velocitydueto tidal
phaseenterat secondorder,and gradientsin the amplitude
of tidal velocity enter at third order. A scaling of the
momentum equation then indicates that the first-order
balancewill be betweenpressuregradientandfrictionif the
ratio of the observedphasespeedto the frictionlesswave
speed is order one. Local accelerationcontributesto
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estuary,channelform may not be stableoverthe long term
unlessa physicalmechanismsimultaneouslyexistswhich
favors seaward sedimenttransport. A slightly positive
amplitudegrowthfactor(whichis the caseovermostof the
Thames, Tamar and Delaware) may provide such a
mechanism
by increasing
bottomstressin theinnerestuary.

momentum at secondorder, and advectiveaccelerationenters

Appendix: Small Terms Used in Scaling
only at fourthorder.
Applying the above scaling,the first-ordergoverning GoverningEquations and in Approximating
equation for elevation in strongly convergentchannels Solution
becomes a first-order wave equation, in contrastto the
Formallysecondorder,O(e) quantities
areasfollows:
classical second-orderequation which resultsfrom low
eh = a/h
friction and a prismatic channel. The first-order wave
equation allows wave propagationonly in the incident
,t, = 1- w/b
directionand is inconsistent
with the presenceof a reflected
wave. The first-ordersolutionsfor elevationand velocity
eu = ILA/Lu11/2
are both constamamplitude waves with velocity leading
eA = kLA
elevationby 90'. Like a classicalprogressivewave, phase
increases
linearlyalongchannel,andlike a classicalstanding
ea --ILA/La11/2
wave, currents are slack near high and low water. Yet
unlike eitherclassicalwave, the dynamicbalanceis strongly
e•o= eA(C/Co)
2 TMto/r
frictional. Furthermore,the solutionsare independent
of the
r =(l+•)eh-œb
lengthof theestuary,in sharpcontrastto thelength-sensitive
quarter-wave
resonance
of classicaltidalestuarytheory.
# = œa•- eA
Second-ordersolutionsfor elevationand velocity at the
dominantfrequencyare alsounidirectionalwaveswith the Otherinformallysmallquantities:h/w; (LA-Lt,)/Ln;LA/L
samephasespeedas the first-ordersolution. However,the (L/dLis importantonlyin vicinityof landwardboundary).
amplitudesof elevationandvelocityarebothmodulatedby
e •, wherek is the first-orderwave number,and # is the
amplitude growth factor. The amplitude growth factor Notation
synthesizesthe partially canceling effects of (1) local
a amplitudeof tidal elevationat x = 0.
accelerationrelativeto friction and (2) limitedconvergence. a2 amplitudeof secondelevationharmonicat x = 0.
If inertia is finite and convergenceis strong, energy is
A cross-sectional area of channel.
concentratedalong channeland amplitudeincreaseswith
A overbarindicatestimeaverage(holdsfor all variables).
distance (# > 0). If inertia is weak and convergenceis
b estuarywidth, includingflats.
limited, friction causesamplitudeto decay(# < 0). Because
c phasespeedof tidal wave.
# also determinesthe growth or decay of velocity (and
ca
bottomfrictiondragcoefficient.
bottom stress) with distance, # should be near zero in
co
frictionless
shallowwaterwavespeed.
channelswhich are morphologicallystable. The secondF frictiontermin momentumequation.
order solutionindicatesthat when # = 0, the wave speed(c)
g acceleration
of gravity.
is exactly equal to the frictionlesswave speed(co). This
averagedchanneldepth.
explainswhy c is usuallycloseto coin convergent
channels, h cross-sectionally
hR hydraulicradius.
despitethe dominanceof frictionat first order.
Compact second-order solutions for harmonics of
_j signifies
valueof variable
_ forjth channel
segment.
k tidal wave number.
elevationandvelocityarebothscaledby thetidalasymmetry
factor, 7. The asymmetryfactor synthesizes
the partially
L lengthof tidalchannel.
cancelingeffects of (1) time variationsin channeldepth, La e-foldinglengthof variationin tidalamplitude.
which slow the propagationof low water and (2) time Ln e-foldinglengthof cross-sectional
areaconvergence.
variationsin estuarywidth, which slow the propagationof
Lt, e-foldinglengthof estuarywidthconvergence.
high water. If 7 > 0 (as is the casefor the Thames,Tamar,
Lit e-foldinglengthof variationin velocityamplitude.
and Delaware), the wave crest propagatesfaster than the
Lo tidal wavelength.
trough,andtherisingtide is of shorterduration.Away from
r linearized friction factor.
the immediatevicinity of the channelmouthwhereexternal
t time.
forcingmay dominate,the elevationharmonicgrowslinearly
u cross-sectionally
averagedvelocity.
with distancealong channel,and the relativephaseof the
Um
mth
harmonic
of
tidal
velocity.
elevationharmonicasymptoticallyapproaches
90'. If the
U amplitudeof tidalvelocity.
tide is shorterrising,conservationof massrequiresthe tide
w channel width.
within the innerestuaryto be flood dominated.Sinceflood
dominance favors the collection of sediment in the inner
x along-channel
coordinate.
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xt, locationof tidal barrier.
7 tidal asymmetryfactor.

6
•
•m
o2
e

scalesrelativeimportance
of nonlinearfriction.
tidal elevation.
ruthharmonicof tidal elevation.
phaseof secondelevationharmonicat x = 0.
signifiessecond-order
term.

ea2 lengthscaleratioof convergence
toamplitude
change.
en lengthscaleratioof convergence
to tidal wavelength.
et, intertidalparameter.
eh finiteamplitudeparameter.

eu2 lengthscaleratioof convergence
to velocitychange.
e•o ratioof acceleration
to pressure
gradientor friction.
# amplitudegrowthfactor.
½umphaseangleof ruthharmonicof tidalvelocity.

½•mphase
angleofruthharmonic
oftidalelevation.
to radiantidal frequency.
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